NAT "THE BUSH DOCTOR"

AWARD-WINNING HAIR STYLIST, "THE BUSH DOCTOR" begins serving the Reston Community Nov. 19, 1973 from THE HAIR COMPANY located on LAKE ANNE PLAZA.

Most people will remember Nat from his hair shows at The Reston Black Focus Festivals. His services will cover a spectrum of hair styles from Afro to conventional. Nat specializes in the Afro trim, Afro blowout, curly bush, sculpture cutting, razor cutting, Superfly, and others. Call, make an appointment with Nat, "The Surgeon-General of Hair."

For the time being, appointments can be made through his Washington office: 399-9575, 4808 Deane Ave. N.E.

If you don't care to call, stop by to meet Nat at THE HAIR COMPANY